HOWE TRUSS BRIDGE
Step 113. You are now faced with the most critical step in the
construction of this Bridge. Once the 'Bottom Beams are glued
together, you must find the exact centers of the four Top and
Bottom Beams. When these points have been determined, mark
off three more positions in both directions from the center
point, each exactly a scale 12'6" from each other on the Top
Beam, and four places each side of center on the Bottom Beam,
also 12'6" from each other. This is best done with a pair of
dividers. If these spaces are not all equal, the "X" Braces
will not fit properly and will cause the Main Beams to bow. 1£
the measurement given is changed any, it will either lower or
raise the height of the Side Truss slightly. Once these points
have been marked, carefully glue the 32 Angle Blocks inplace,
centering them on your marks.

The first successful use of wood and metal in one truss was a
bridge designed and built in 1840 by William Howe. Howe, a
Massachusetts born architect, was the brother of Elias Howe,
the inventor of the sewing machine.
The Howe Truss Bridge was so satisfactory in design, it soon
became the most common type of timber bridge. It's simple
construction and economics helped speed the development of
the West. Other types of bridges would have proved too costly
to the local taxpayers. The standardization of parts helped cut
the cost and it proved to be the cheapest and easiest way to
safely span a river. The Howe Truss Bridge has given the
bridge users of America over 100 years of satisfactory service.
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INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: In using the Templates in this Instruction Sheet, first
check the wood parts againstthe drawings. Sometimes changes
in humidity or temperature will cause the paper and wood to
shrink or swell, making the drawings slightly out of scale. If
the wood parts do not exactly fit the drawing, work from the
center, splitting the difference.
Step Ill. Stain all the wood parts before starting assembly, as
it will not "take" over the glue joints and it is very difficult to
stain 'the inside surfaces after they are assembled. Maximum
realism can be obtained with the use of a thin, pale gray wash
made by adding a little color to paint or lacquer thinner which
will give the bridge the appearance of having been exposed to
the weather for many years.
Step 112. Each part of the Side Truss is made of a single length
except the Bottom Beam. This is in three pieces, and is joined
between the Tension Plates. End glue the three pieces of each
Bottom Beam, making sure you have a good solid glue joint
between the ends.
The End Beams are each one piece, and
they are the same size material that is used for the Top Beam
(thinner than the Bottom Beams). All of the beam material
has been grooved to simulate four pieces of lumber which have
been bolted together, making it easier for you to assemble the
kit.

Step 114. You.ar.e now .ready to build one of the Side Trusses.
Fasten the Tem'p-tate heet te a -piece..- of SQft wood. Spr....ead_
waxed paper over the drawings and fasten it so it will not slide.
Secure the parts in place over the Template by putting common
pins alongside the wood parts. This will allow you to make
two identical Side Trusses. Pin the Top and Bottom Beams in
place and glue in the "X" Braces. Each "X" is made up of
three beam s as shown in Figure 5. We have marked the Side
View Template showing where the two beams are in each "X"
Brace. The Outer Beams are 5/32" square and the Center
Beams are 3/32" x 1/8". The Center Beam should be turned
so that it spaces the others 3/32" apart, which brings them
out flush with the outer edges of the Top and Bottom Beams.
The End Beams are now glued into position.
Step 115. While this is drying, construction can be started on
the Stringer-Tie Assembly in Figure 4. This job can be easily
done by fastening a piece of masking tape, sticky side up, over
the drawing. A straight edge can be used along one end of the
Ties if you wish. Press each Tie onto the tape in line with it's
position on the drawing. When all the Ties are in place, glue
scale 8" x 8"Guard Timbers along the top of the Ties as shown
in the Template. These4pieces are 3/32" x 3/32" x 7-5/16",
When this assembly can be lifted from the drawing, remove
the masking tape and glue the grooved Stringers in place. Now
center each on the guide line shown in Figure 6.
Step 116. By this time, the Side Truss is probably ready to be
removed from the Template. Lift it carefully, and assenJble
another Side Truss exactly like the first. When the glue is set
on this Truss, remove it carefully from the drawing and glue
the Filler Blocks in place as shown on the plans. These are
glued to the inside and outside of both Trusses. One corner
of the Filler B locks will have to be cut on aslant when the Top
and Bottom "X" BrafOes are PB!-in place.
Step 117. With a 1174 drill, drill a h9le in each groove of the
Top and Bottom Beam and also through the center of the Angle
Blocks. Another one must be drilled in the center of each of
the Filler B locks and in line with the ones made through the
Angle Blocks. This should be done on a drill press if possible
but should be drilled slowly so that you do not 'bend the drill,
which then would not allow the Truss Rods to aline correctly
with the other set of holes.
Step 118. You are ready to connect the Trusses to the Floor
Beams. There are two bundles of 25 Floor Beams provided.
The beams are cut to length for you, and are made from 1/8"x
1/4" material. Make sure the Side Trusses are erected on a
true vertical edge. Glue a few of the Floor Beams in position
at each end of the Truss, next to the bottom of the "X" Braces.
When the glue on these has dried, put in the remainder of the
Floor Beams as shown in Figure 2. Allow a slight space of
about 1/64" between each beam. These are placed in groups
of three except for a single one on each end of the bridge.
Step 119. Glue the two 1/16" x 3/32" Headers in place. They
are slanted' so that the Diagonal Braces will lay flat on the End
Beam and on the backs of the two Headers. Remove 4 pieces
of 1/16" x 3/32" from the bundle of 32, cut and fit the Diagonal
Braces and glue them in position as shown in Figure 9.

long from the 2" x 4" stock and place on tape allowing the ends
to stick out a little on each side of the drawing. Spread an even
bead of glue down one edge of the ladder Side Rails and glue in
place. When the glue is set, trim off the rungs next to the Side
Rails. Now cut two small blocks from material left from the
Diagonal Braces and glue them in as a spacer for the ladder
at the bottom of the End Beam and at opposite corners where
you plan to place the ladder. Only one ladder is shown on the
Template.

Step #10. Drill holes for the Tie Rods as shown on Figure 2,
using a #74 drill. These holes should be enlarged from the
outside with a #55 drill to a depth of 3/32" to allow the plastic
bolts to be easily glued in place. Cut the plastic bolts about
1/16" long from the washer and nut. Glue them in the holes
just drilled on one side of the bridge only. Cut sixteen Tie
Rods to a length of 2-3/4" and install the Rods. Now, cut and
glue the remainder of the bolts in pJace. The Top and Bottom
"X" Braces should now be cut and fitted between the Tie Rods
as shown in Figures 1 and 3. Fit each piece individually to
insure proper placement. It is necessary to notch the Braces
as shown in Figure 8. Slant the corners of the Filler Blocks
as necessary. Note: there is one section larger on both the
Top and Bottom sections requiring longer "X" Braces.

Step #15. Touch up any unstained places on the bridge. Paint
the Rods, Bolt Plates, Tension Plates, and Bolt Heads. We
suggest that they be painted a rust color to add a little contrast
to your mode I. Make sure that you use a paint that will not
attack the plastic.

Step #11. Angle the corners of the four Sills as indicated in
Figure 2 and glue them in place.

Step #l6. Rail should be put on the Tie Assembly before it is
glued in position. Small holes should be drilled in the Ties
where you plan to spike the rail. Allow several inches of rail
to extend beyond each end of the bridge to help in installing it
into your layout. If you lay a Guard Rail, be sure that the ends
of these do not touch each other, thereby causing a short in
your electrical system.

Step #12. Glue the Bottom Bolt Plates into position over the
Truss Rod holes drilled in Step #7. In'stall the 46 Truss Rods
and glue the Top Bolt Plates in place.
Step #l3. Make holes in the Tension Plates with a #74 drill
for the Tension Bolts and glue in place as shown in Figure 2.
Cut off eight nuts and washers flush and glue one on each set
of Tension Plates. Cut short lengths of wire left over from
the Tie Rods for the Tension Bolts, and slip them in place.
Glue the other nut and washerinplace to complete the Tension
Assembly.
Step #14. Make two ladders by pinning a piece of scotch tape,
sticky side up, over the ladder Template. Cut rungs 5/16"
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Step #17. Before installing the piers or abutments that are to
carry the load of the bridge, it is best to bring the bridge into
position so the rails rest on the roadbed at each side, and spike
them down.

Now you can bring the piers or abutments up so

they just bear the load, thus assuring smooth, trouble-free
operation over your bridge. Finally, work the scenery up to
the piers and abutments.
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